Existing gaze estimation methods rely mainly on 3D eye model or 2D eye appearance. While both methods have validated their effectiveness in various fields and applications, they are still limited in practice, such as portable and non-intrusive system and robust eye gaze tracking in different environments. To this end, we investigate on combining eye model with eye appearance to perform gaze estimation and eye gaze tracking. Specifically, unlike traditional 3D model based methods which rely on cornea reflections, we plan to retrieve 3D information from depth sensor (Eg, Kinect). Kinect integrates camera sensor and IR illuminations into one single device, thus enable more flexible system settings. We further propose to utilize appearance information to help the basic model based methods. Appearance information can help better detection of gaze related features (Eg, pupil center). Plus, eye model and eye appearance can benefit each other to enable robust and accurate gaze estimation.
Research Objective
3D eye model are mainly used in model based gaze estimation methods, which are known for the ability to handle free head movement. Among them, IR lights based methods can achieve high gaze estimation accuracy. But the hardware setup is rather complex including infrared lights, filters, etc. An alternative for model based methods is to use depth sensor. System settings are simplified by integrating all the hardware into one single device, while keep the ability for pose-free eye gaze tracking. Eye appearance are typically utilized in appearance based methods, which consider the gaze estimation problem from learning point of view, by mapping 2D eye appearance to 2D gaze positions on the display surface. While appearance based methods can achieve minimum hardware (one web camera), they typically suffer from head movement issues, unless an extra correction model is built to compensate the appearance change resulted from pose variations. Besides, appearance based methods may not be applied to applications where gaze directions are required or no specific display surface is available.
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• can work in less constrained settings: different head poses, illuminations(Kinect can still work probably), no explicit personal calibration required, etc.
• achieve real time gaze tracking with reasonable gaze estimation accuracy.
Problem Statement
To achieve the objective, we need to solve the following problems step by step:
• First, we plan to build a basic model based system with Kinect. This system is able to perform gaze estimation in typical environments, achieve reasonable accuracy with personal calibration.
• Second, we plan to fulfill following goals to enhance the system:
Explore more on eye appearance information to improve iris/pupil center detection. Challenging environments significantly degrade the detection performance of iris/pupil center, therefore we plan to better utilize eye appearance information to achieve robust and accurate detection.
System optimization to achieve real time gaze tracking.
Achieve the goal of implicit personal calibration.
• Third, we plan to build a hybrid model to better combine eye model and eye appearance. Beyond simply using appearance information to help feature detection in eye model as in
Step 2, we try to systematically explore the underlying relationship between eye model and eye appearance. A proper hybrid model can be constructed based on the relationship and help gaze tracking experience and possible eye related applications.
Approach and method

Model based gaze estimation with Kinect
By analyzing human eye anatomy, we build the 3D eye model as shown in Fig. 1 . Gaze directions is defined as the visual axis that passes through fovea and cornea center. Gaze direction can be estimated given the head pose information {R, T}, 3D pupil center p and related personal parameters. The gaze estimation procedure is similar to the work by [Sun et al. 2014] . However, our 3D eye model use more personal parameters by considering the offset between optical and visual axis and that visual axis passes through cornea center.
System enhancement
Pupil/iris detection may face with following error factors that significantly degrade the detection accuracy: 1) challenging environments including various illuminations, and low image resolutions; 2) various occlusions including eyelashes, eyelids, hair, reflections, etc; 3) different head poses. Recent work on pupil/iris detection mentioned in the survey paper [Song et al. 2013 ] mainly focuses on traditional appearance or shape features, but these features might not yield good results under challenging settings. Therefore, we plan to leverage on deep network's [Krizhevsky et al. 2012 ] representation power to learn better feature representations of pupil/iris. Specifically, we treat pupil/iris center detection as an binary object classification problem. To this end, we plan to use patch-based method to generate positive patches which include iris region and negative patches which include other unrelated regions. Finally, we can obtain better feature representations of iris which help improve pupil/iris center detection.
To eliminate explicit personal calibration, we plan to follow the visual saliency based method similar to [Y. Sugano, Y. Matsushita, and Y. Sato 2013] . But we need to propose a new model to adapt to gaze tracking systems with depth sensor.
To enable real time gaze tracking, we need to optimize different components of the system. Iris/pupil center detection is the most time-consuming step, we plan to accelerate the detection algorithm. Specifically, we plan to treat pupil/iris center as one facial landmark, and use the supervised descent method [Xiong and De la Torre 2013] to detect the pupil/iris center given the learned features from deep networks.
Hybrid model by combining 3D eye model and eye appearance
3D eye model encodes the eye anatomy knowledge, while eye appearance are typically used in learning based methods. Several attempts have been made to incorporate knowledge into learning. First, traditional appearance based methods only use eye appearance information in the learning framework. Given the knowledge that gaze direction is determined by head pose and eye pose, several methods add head pose information to alleviate the head movement issues. 
Results to Date
For Section 3.1, we have implemented the basic model based gaze estimation methods. The average gaze estimation error for different subjects and different head poses is approximately 4 degree.
For Section 3.2, we are working on building a simple deep network to perform pupil detection. Besides, we have implemented the supervised descent method with SIFT features to detect pupil center in real time. Ignoring the case where face/eye is not detected, the overall detection accuracy is comparable with state of the art methods on BioID dataset [BioID ] . But the algorithm has not been tested on other datasets with much more challenging cases. In addition, we have proposed an implicit personal calibration method with visual saliency, and is validated on a gaze tracking system with infrared lights (high accuracy). We are working on extending the implicit calibration algorithm on Kinect based systems.
